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Summary

Problem and Background

In addition to the more than 7W(X) formal courses taught in Navy schools, a c(insiderahle
amount of training is conducted on-the-job in ship and shore based commands. Much of this
training occurs informally in one-on-one, one-on-two, or one-on-three situations, with a senior
petty officer (e.g., E-6, E-7) working with/teaching seaman and seaman apprentice personnel on!
about shipboard tasks. These senior petty officers are responsible for bringing apprentice school
("A" school) and non-"A" school graduates from novice to journeyman status through on-the-Joh
training (OJT). Although the Navy has courses and programs that prepare petty officers to be
leaders (e.g., NAVLEAD), the only course that addresses shipboard training emphasizes classroom
training aboard ship and is given to very few petty officers per year (less than 60W). Furthermore.
evidence from tutor training studies shows that training can improve performance of both tutors
and their students.

Objectives

This effort was conducted to determine how effectively OJT is currently conducted aboard
Navy ships. Specifically, the objectives were (1) to describe a model of how to conduct effective
OJT and (2) to assess how Navy petty officers aboard ship conduct OJT based on the prescriptions
of the model.

Approach

To determine how effectively OJT is currently conducted aboard ship, we developed a model
of OJT based on research on tutoring, and shipboard observations and interviews. The model,
which considers the OJT trainer as a coach, has three phases: (1) assessment, (2) training, and
(3) evaluation. Using the three-phase OJT model as a basis, we developed a 49-item questionnaire
that was sent to over 5,(X) shipboard supervisors in March 1990. Of these, 2,321 (467 ) were
returned. The questionnaire asked 7 questions about the personnel the respondent supervised,
3 questions about the quality of "A" school training, 22 questions about OJT practices. and
17 demographic questions.

Results and Discussion

Over 801% of the supervisors had had less than a month of formal school training in the previous
year, 40% had had no )formal instruction, and 25%h. had had only between I and 2 weeks. Only 1017

of the supervisors had been Navy classroom instructors.

Nearly all of the supervisors surveyed reported that petty officers and chief petty officers were
re.nonsible for most of the OJT that takes place aboard ship. Hall the supervisors reported
spending between 3 and 10 hours per week doing supervised OJT. whih" ",;) 7: 'ned srt cnd,,
more than 10 hours and 20% reported spending 2 hours or less. Supervisors responded that between
25% and 50% of their time was spent working with sailors on Personnel Qualification Standards
(PQSs), and 10/c% was spent satisfying Personnel Advancement Requirements (PARs4.
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When certifying completion of a PQS requirement or a PAR, 60% of supervisors reported that
they almost always or always observe the trainees perform the task, 259( reported observing it
sometimes, and less than 3% said they almost never or never observe it. Responding to two similar
questions, 65% of the supervisors indicated that they almost never or never certify compl.etion of
a requirement if the trainees simply said they could do it, and over 60%5 said they woutk almost
never or never certify completion of a requirement if someone else said the trainee could do it.
However, over 30% of the supervisors who responded to these two questions reported that they
would certify completion if the trainee or someone else said that the trainee had accomplished the
requirement.

Over half the supervisors said that most of the time they used Planned Maintenance Subsystem
(PMS) documents and technical manuals when conducting OJT. Over half also reported sometimes
using special job aids and personally prepared materials. Less than 67( of supervisors reported that
they never use any supplemental materials.

Responses to questions based on the assessment-training-evaluation model indicate that many
supervisors are following OJT practices consistent with the model. Nearly 60c/, reported that most
of the time they find out what the trainees know about the task before they begin training. However.
20% almost never or never find out beforehand and about 20% only do it sometimes. About 8(K1(
of the supervisors let trainees explain the task in their own words, while the rest allow it sometimes
or not at all. Over 75% explain how the task relates to the overall operation o1 the ship, but 20ýlf
reported doing so sometimes, almost never, or never. When assessing task performance. 851,7 of
the supervisors let the trainees demonstrate what they can do most of the time, almost always, or
always, while 15% allowed it sometimes, almost never, or never. However, if trainees make
mistakes while demonstrating a task, only 72% of supervisors would let them continue to
demonstrate the task most of the time, almost always, or always, while 28%r would allow it
sometimes, almost never, or never. This suggests that when mistakes are made, OJT supervisors
are less willing to let the trainees continue the demonstration. The vast majority of supervisors
(80%) demonstrate skills to their trainees most or all of the time, while 207() do it sometimes or not
at all.

We used responses to specific questions to compute an OJT quality index for each supervisor.
We then used this index as a dependent variable for a series of one-way analyses of valiance
(ANOVAs). The only significant effect was for the number of hours per week the ,upcrvi.Sr
engaged in OJT, F(6,2309) = 6.30, p <0.01. Supervisors who spent the most time per week doing
OJT scored highest on the OJT quality index. This result is consistent with the prescriptions of the
model. Effective and complete assessment, training, and evaluation take time. Supervisors who do
not ascertain what trainees already know, demonstrate tasks, break complex tasks into smaller
components, or provide explanations and feedback will not need as much time to accomplish OJT
as those supervisors who do all of these things. There were no significant effects for the numher o0'
personnel supervised, pay grade, age, years in the Navy, years of Navy instructing, and having
taken the shipboard instructor course.

Conclusions

We can draw three major conclusions from the facts and research cited in the introduction and
the findings f'rom the shipboard supervisor questionnaire. First, ()JT is an important component ,,
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the Navy training process and is expected to become even more important as the Navy increases
the emphasis on shipboard training in the coming years. Apprentice training and "A" school
training do not and are not intended to produce personnel capable of independently performing
jobs. Second, very few shipboard petty officers receive any information or training on how to
conduct OJT. Third, while over 50% of the supervisors reported that they use appropriate OJT
techniques, at least 20% do not, and another 30% are not as effective as they could be. Evidence
from tutor training studies shows that training can improve the performance of both tutors and the
students they train. Therefore, there is both a need and a capability to improve the quality of
shipboard OJT.

Recommendations

The Commanders-in-Chief of the Atlantic and Pacific Fleets in conjunction with the Afloat
Training Organization should initiate a program to design, develop, and evaluate a training course
for petty officers on how to conduct OJT based on the assessment-training-evaluation OJT model.
This training could be brief, exportable, and delivered on videotape and could be accomplished by
revising the existing Shipboard/Work Center Instruction Indoctrination Course (A 012 0023).

To ensure that petty officers are held accountable for their duties as on-the-job trainers, we
recommend that the Afloat Training Organization develop an appropriate management system for
use by ship training officers.

We also recommend that the Chief of Naval Education and Training (CNET) determine
whether a similar course should become part of CNET leadership training.
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Introduction

Problem and Background

In addition to the more than 7(X00 formal courses taught in Navy schools, a considerable
amount of Navy training is conducted on-the-job in ship and shore based commands. Training
data from fiscal year 1991 show that 30% of the graduates from recruit training went to 4 weeks of
fireman, seaman, or airman apprentice training and then directly to the fleet and 70%1 went from
recruit training to introductory "A" schools. Of these, 60% went directly to the fleet upon
completion of "A" school. Only 28% of all accessions in fiscal year 1991 received advance training
on the systems and equipment associated with their rating prior to their first fleet assignment.

Much training conducted on-the-job occurs informally in one-on-one, one-on-two, or one-on-
three situations, with a senior petty officer (e.g., E-6, E-7) working with and supervising seaman
and seaman apprentice personnel as they perform shipboard tasks. One of the senior petty officer's
primary supervisory responsibilities is assuring that the personnel under supervision acquire the
skills and knowledge necessary for Job performance (Personnel Qualification Standards IPQSsl)
and for advancement in rate (Personnel Advancement Requirements [PARs]). That is, on-the-job
training (OJT) involves personnel with more experience teaching those with less experience how
to perform tasks such ,s watch standing, plotting the ship's course, using a radar system. or
repairing a gas turbine. The senior petty officers are, in effect, tutors and are responsible for
bringing "A" school (and non-"A" school) graduates from novice to journeyman status. Although
OJT is not a formal part of Navy instruction such as classroom training, trainees spend more time
on OJT than on formal training. OJT is necessary to ensure the safe operation of the ship, and, as
indicated, it is one way to satisfy the PQSs and to meet PARs. Although the Navy has courses and
programs that prepare petty officers to be leaders (e.g., NAVLEAD), the only course that addresses
shipboard training techniques is the Shipboard/Work Center Instructor Indoctrination Course
(A 012 (X)23) which emphasizes classroom training aboard ship and is given to very few petty
officers per year (less than 600). Therefore, most Navy shipboard supervisors are not trained to
conduct OJT.

Training for On-the-Job Trainers

Research on tutor training programs indicates that tutors' behavior changes significantly as a
result of training. For example, Kozma, Kulik, and Smith (1977) compared untrained tutors wvith
tutors trained with a guide designed to encourage behaviors such as attending to students, praising,
asking questions, and eliciting student participation and to discourage behaviors such as lecturing
and criticizing. Tutors trained with the guide demonstrated increases in all skill areas and, also.
were observed to lecture students about one-third as often as did untrained tutors. Other researchers
have observed similar results with programs designed to teach tutoring skills (Johnson & Sulzer-
Azaroff, 1978; Robin & Heselton, 1977).

There is also evidence that trained tutors have positive el'ecas on student performance. Studies
on reciprocal teaching (Palincsar & Brown, 1984) and college tutors in an individualilcd cour-Sc
(Johnson & Sulzer-Azaroff', 1978) have shown significant improvements in student performancc
when tutors have been trained. In two related studies, Kuti, Hinton, Fitch, & Se.mb I ! 9921. and Fitch
and Semb (1992) compared role-playing and video training of tutors with an untrained control



group. Students who had trained tutors performcd better on course quizzes and exams than did
students who had untrained tutors. Furthermore, there were no differences between the role-play
and video training groups. This suggests that video training, which is less expensive and easier to
implement than role-playing, may be an effective delivery medium for tutor training, Similar
training could be developed and provided to Navy petty officers who will serve as shipboard
trainers.

Objectives

This effort was conducted to determine how effectively OJT is currently conducted aboard
Navy ships. Specifically, the objectives were (1) to describe a model of how to conduct effective
OJT and (2) to assess how Navy petty officers aboard ship conduct OJT based on the prescriptions
of the model.

Approach

To determine how effectively OJT is currently conducted aboard ship, we first developed a
model of OJT based on research on tutoring. Then, we used the model as the structure 1br
conducting shipboard observations and interviews and developing a questionnaire administered to
Navy petty officers aboard ship.

An On-the-Job Training Model

The model we developed views the shipboard supervisor as a coach who gu•ides the trainee
through a task using techniques that have been shown to be effective across a variety of training
environments (e.g., listening, prompting, shaping, modeling, demonstrating, providing feedback).
To create the model, we organized these techniques into a three-phase process: ( I ) asscssment.
(2) training, and (3) evaluation. Although these phases reflect the natural sequence a trainer follows
in working with a trainee on the job, they are not discrete or separate events. (e.g.. assessment and
evaluation may occur during training, training may occur during evaluation when feedhack is
provided, or evaluation may be part of the assessr..ent process). Therefore, while we discuss these
phases separately and sequentially, they often occur together during the dynamic process of (JT.

The model assuines that the trainer has expertise in the subject matter domain and knows what
needs to be taught. This assumption is obvious, but important. If the trainer does not have subject
matter expertise, cffective training is not likely to occur. The trainer's expertise may vary
depending on the nature of the task. For example, it might involve knowing how a piece of,
equipment works, how to operate it, or both (Gott, 1988). Regardless of the nature of the task, the
Navy generally assumes that trainers know their subject domain well--they know how equipment
and systems work, how to troubleshoot problems, and how to perform corrective and preventive
maintenance. It also assumes that they know how to explain the execution of these tasks and how
to demonstrate them to people with less experience.

The following sections describe each phase of the process. Fitch and Scruh (in press) provide
empirical support and thcoretical rationale for the phases in a detailed report oin tutorinZ.



Assessinent

Assessment is the process of determining what the trainee knows and can do. Because trainees
usually have differing levels of knowledge and skills, it is important to determine what they do and
do not know and what they can and cannot do before deciding what type of" training should he
given. That is the goal of assessment. To accomplish this goal, assessment involves asking
questions to determine what the trainee knows and observing trainee performance to ascertain What
the trainee can do. Questions measure the trainee's job knowledge and performance ohservations
determine the trainee's job skill level.

For example, the trainer might ask, "Do you know how it works and/or how to fix it?"' If the
answer is "Yes" and the trainee can explain the task, there is no need for training in job knowledge.
Next the trainer might say, -show me how to operate it and/or how to fix it." If the trainee can
perform the task correctly, there is no need for job performance training. However, if the
explanation or performance is incorrect or incomplete, the trainer must determine what and how
much OJT to administer.

An important outcome of assessment is that the focus of instruction shifts from the trainer to
the trainee. Giving the trainee the chance to verbalize knowledge and demonstrate skills serves not
only as an assessment tool for the trainer, but also as practice for the trainee. Finally. it
communicates to the trainee a sense of interest on the part of the trainer.

OJT Model Prescriptions for Assessment

When conducting OJT the trainer should (1) determine what the trainee already knows about
the task by direct questioning or by reviewing the traine..'s training record, and (2) determine what
parts of the task the trainee can perform by observing task performance within appropriate safety
limits and task constraints.

Training

The goal of training is to hiing the trainee up to the desired level of performance. In the ()JT
situation, Knox (1986), Fitch and Seruh (in press), and others view the trainer as a coach who does
not merely lecture trainees, but who guides and directs their learning. Once av,,c~siment is
completed and trainee knowledge and performance goals are established. the training process
begins. OJT should be a continuous, interactive process in which the trainer prompts the trainee tW
perform. The trainer is not only a source of knowledge or skills but is also the Cvaluator of the
trainee's acquisition of knowledge and skills. The trainer repeats the steps as necessary until the
trainee reaches criterion or the session ends. As Palincsar and Brown (1984) point out, there is a,
".continuous evaluation and revision in the teachr's theory of the student's competence, a theory
that must be responsive to the level of participation of which the student is currently capable"
(p. 169).

The trainer has a variety of techniques, strategies, and methods aaitahle to accompli-h th0
goals of OJT (e.g., modeling, demonstration, Socratic questioning, incremental instruction.
scaffolding, providing examples and non-examples. providing opportunities foir practice and



rehearsal, giving structured feedback). We will briefly review some of the .nes thai are u,cd int
frequently.

Incremental Instruction. Incremental instruction is an OJT strategy in which the trainer
breaks down the skill or knowledge into a series of smaller, sequential steps (B:oadwel!, 1986:
Fyock, 1991; Keller, 1968, 1974; Knox, 1986; Osborn, Ford, Moon, Campbell, Root, & Word,
1975; Palincsar, Brown & Martin, 1987; Rogoff, 1990: Skinner, 1958). The trainer then requires
the trainee to perform each step before moving on to a more advanced level. Incremental
instruction is appropriate for tasks that have several steps that are performed in the same sequence
each time the task is executed. Tasks in which the sequence of steps is variable or in which steps
are performed simultaneously may require different instructional approaches (Lave & Wenger.
1991).

Modeling and Demonstration. Before allowing trainees to practice, many authors
recommend demonstrating or modeling the skills (Broadwell, 1986; Goldstein & Sorcher. 1974;
Knox, 1986; Palincsar et al., 1987). Others disagree. suggesting that it is more effective to let
trainees discover relationships between concepts and actions for themselves unless safety factors
warrant otherwise (Knox, 1986; Mechner, 1965; Osborn et al., 1975; Raizen, 1989, Skinner, 1958).
Both positions have merit; however, in most Navy OJT situations (and possibly in most technical
training situations), time and safety factors preclude using the discovery approach. In the Navy
environment, demonstration and modeling can provide the trainee with an example of what the
final performance should look like, but assurming that these activities translate into performance is
a mistake. Only after the trainee has performed the task can the trainer be certain that the task has
been learned.

Practice and Rehearsal. Giving the trainee the opportunity to rehearse or practice is essential
for OJT. Practice may begin by having a trainee "talk" through a job before actually doing it
(Broadwell, 1986; Knox, 1986). However, people learn better when they are actively involved with
training and when they experience the consequences of their actions (Broadwell, 1986, Knox.
1986; Parry, 1991). Practice gives the apprentice opportunities to construct meaningful problem-
solving relationship.,: to create solutions, to perform efficiently, and to engage in activities that myv
promote transfer (Glaser & Bassok, 1989; Gray & Orasanu, 1987; Raizen, 1()N9). Throughout
training, practice should be combined with guided correction to focus the trainee anid to prevent the
learning of inappropriate behaviors (Frey & Reigeluth, 1986; Knox, 1986; Rai/cn. 1989).

OJT Model Prescriptions for Training

When conducting OJT, the trainer should (1) demonstrate or model the skills to he learned,
(2) break the task down into small sequential steps if appropriate, and (3) provide opporttunities for
the trainee to practice.

Evaluation

Corrective feedback and reinforcement, provided by the trainer. are the primary components ot,
the evaluation process. Both can dramatically affect performance. Feedback, the means by which
trainees gain information about their learning activities (Knox. 1986). occurs at two levels. The
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first level is the knowledge of results trainees acquire by monitoring their own pcrlfrnanc: and

the second level is the feedback the trainer provides.

The benefits of feedback during learning are well documented (Locke, Shaw. Saarn, & Latham.

1981; Schmidt, Young, Swinnen, & Shapiro, 1989). Feedback can help to "shape" the gradual
attainment of a skill (Jacobs, 1974). Knox (1986) asserts that feedback is important, because
knowledge about progress helps to guide the trainee. Raizen (1989) states that feedback teaches the
novices to identify their own errors. A review of several peer-teaching models led Frey and
Reigeluth (1986) to conclude that effective training contains an element of corrective feedback.

There are many ways to use feedback. Skinner (1958) argues that feedback should he gi,,en for
every response. Goldstein and Sorcher (1974), Knox (1986), and Schmidt and Bjork (1992)
disagree, stating that a learner will become more self-correcting and directed if feedback occurs
intermittently. This technique is assurtied to discourage dependency on the part of the trainee and
to encourage more self-correction. Using intermittent feedback to promote higher levels of
performance during and after training has a strong empirical base (Schmidt & Bjork, 19921.

Just as important as the knowledge the trainer provides, however, is how it is delivered. This
relates to issues of reinforcement and punishment (Keller, 1968; Skinner, 1958). Reinforcemcnt
and feedback are frequently delivered concurrently. Knowledge of results and reinforcement
represent different aspects of the process, and, from a theoretical perspective, they deserve to he
separated. However, from a practical standpoint, this is difficult to accomplish in most settingzs
(Fitch & Semb, in press). To be most effective, trainers should provide both knowledge of results
and reinforcement. Reinfo'cement -n most training environments typically involves positive
comments about the accuracy or adequacy of the performance. It may also be more subtle. such as
smiling or nodding in encouragement while the trainee is talking or performing a task.

One type of reinforcement, praise, is a particularly powerful and easy-to-use way of letting
trainees know when they have done a good job (Keller, 1968). To be most effective, praise should
be directed at the trainee's perfon-ance and not the trainee. Praise directed at the trainee can
frequently be misinterpreted by both the recipient and others. Harrison and Guymon (1980)
provide four guidelines for delivering reinforcement: (1) create opportunities for success, (2) avoid
saying "no," (3) consistently praise and encourage the trainee, and (4) give special rccognition for
achievement. Finally, effective trainers avoid tactics, such as criticism. cynicism, ridicule.
sarcasm, and degradation, that can damage future performance as well as the trainee's self-esteem.

OJT Model Prescriptions for Evaluation

When conducting OJT, the trainer should (1) guide the trainee through task performance.
providing informative and corrective feedback as appropriate, (2) encourage trainee performance
through reinforcerncnt techniques such as praise, and (3) avoid ridicule, sarcasm, and degradation.

Shipboard Supervisor On-the-Job Training Survey

To obtain data on OJT performance, we developed a 49-item questionnaire based tn the
assessment-training-evaluation model prescriptions. In March 1990, questionnaire packages \, cre



mailed to 46 Navy surface ships for distribution to over 5(WX) E-5, E-6, and F.-7 shiphoard
supervisors.

The questionnaire was based on the OJT model and shipboard observ.::1ons and interviews
conducted in 1989 and was divided into four sections. The first section recuired cspondents to
provide information about the personnel they supervise; the second asked about the quality of
"A" school training; the third contained questions on OJT practices; and the fourth asked ftir
demographic information including pay grade, years in service, rating, age. The complete
questionnaire is provided in the appendix.

Results and Discussion

Of the 5,0(X) questionnaires, 2,321 (467) were returned. The responses are presented and
discussed in a different order than in the questionnaire. Demographic data are presented fir\t.
followed by information about personnel supervised and the respondent's training hitory, which
are present together. The last section presents data on OJT practices.

Demographic Information

Of the supervisors who responded, 6191 were E-6s or E-7s; 567, had been in their command
I to 3 years; 3097, less than 1 year; and the remaining 139(, 4 to 7 years. Over 90q, had between
I and 12 years of sea duty; most had between 4 and 7 years at sea. Supervisors were most olften
Boatswain's Mates, Boiler Technicians, Electrician's Mates, Electronics Technicians. Fire Control
Technicians, Gunner's Mates, Machinist's Mates, Mess Management Specialists. Operations
Specialists, Radiomen, and Storekeepers.

Supervisors were asked how much formal-school training they had received in the last
12 months: Over 80%T reported having received less than I month, 40clA had not been to school and
25% had had 2 weeks or less of school. Only 10%l. of the supervisors had been Navy classroom
instructors. Less than 51/ had taken the ShipboardlWork Center Instructor Indoctrination ýoursý-e
(A 012 WX)23) or had used any of the techniques taught in the course. These results support the data
presented in the introduction that very few shipboard supervisors receive the Shipboardflvork
Center Instructor Indoctrination course. Clearly, most shipboard supervisors have had no trainlin
in the conduct of OJT or schoolhouse instruction. Table I summarizes the responses to selected
demographic questions.

Information About Personnel Supervised and "A" School Quality

Respondents reported that 4597 supervised more than 7 trainees, while 4717 supervised
between I and 7. Although 7% reported that they supervised no personnel, sometimes junior petty
officers (E-5s) are responsible for OJT (e.g. PQS, PARs) even though they may have no direct
supervisory responsibility. Over 855( of the trainees for whom the respondents were responsible
had been to an "A" school, and 55%, had been to a "C" school. In response to a question about how
well "A" school graduates are prepared for supervised OJT, 631/, rated 'A" school graduates as
average or better, but only 5% rated "A" school graduates as very well prepared, 37', of the
supervisors rated "A" school graduates as marginal or unprepared. When asked to eomparc
"A" school graduates with personnel who had not attended "A" school, 9/ of the 1,uperx iSors rated
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Table I

Summary of Responses to Selected Demographic Questions

Question Suptir'v.sor Reqplen.m

Leis than 1 1-3 4-7 8+

1. Years at present command. 30% 56% 13% 117,

Lems than 1 1-3 4-7 8-12 13+

2. Years of sea duty. 2% 28% 471A 2117, 217,

None I-2 3-4 5-8 9-16 17+
3. Number of weeks of tormal school

training received in the last 12 months. 40% 257 171, 11% I, 41 Afý

4. Have you been ,n instructor in a Navy yes No

school'! 11I,( 899%

5. Have you taken the Shipboard No

Instructor Indoctrination Course? 417, 9 Cr

"A" school graduates as worse or much worse, while 51 t7,, rated them as better or much better: 337
rated "A" school graduates the same as tion-"A" school graduates. Respondents who had been to
"A" school assessed their own "A" school training somewhat differently; 75"7, thought they were
prepared average, well, or very well for supervised shipboard OJT, while 25%7- rated themselves as
marginal or unprepared. The finding that 457 of supervisors rated "A" school graduates the same
or worse than non-"A" school graduates emphasizes the need for effective OJT. In the view of
many supervisors, "A" school graduation doos not result in better job performance. When
"A" schools fail to prepare students for their jobs, the responsibility for training shifts to the
shipboard supervisor. Table 2 summarizes the training history and personnel supervised data.

On-the-Job Training Practices

Nearly all of the supervisors surveyed reported that petty officers and chief petty officers were
responsible for most of the OJT that takes place aboard ship. Half the supervisors reported
spending between 3 and 10 hours per week doing supervised OJT, while 30() reported spending
more than 10 hours and 20% reported spending 2 hours or less. Supervisors indicated that between
25% and 50%. of their time was spent working with trainees on PQSs and 017( was spent satisfying
PARs.

When certifying completion of a PQS or PAR requirement, 60%3, of supervisors reported that
they almost always or always observe trainees perform the task, 259c reported observing it
sometimes, and less than 3% said they almost never or never observe it. Responding to two similar
questions, 65% of the supervisors indicated that they almost never or never certify completion of
a requirement if the trainees simply said they could do it. and over 6()", said they wNOuld refuse to
certify completion of a requirement if someone else said the trainee could do it. However. over
30(-c% of the supervisors that responded to these two questions reported that they would certify
completion if the trainee or someone else said that the trainee had accomplished the requirc-mcnt.
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Table 2

Summary of Responses to Selected Questions About Personnel Supervised
and "A" School Quality

Question Supervisor Responses

o 1-2 3.4 5-6 7+
1. What is the total number of personnel you

supervise (1% did not respx)nd)? 7% 14% 18% 15,1i 45%

o 1-2 3-.4 5-6 7+
2. How many of the sailors you supervise have

been to "A" school (5% did not respond)? 12% 22% 20% 14% 27N

3. How well prepared are "A" school graduate Very Wel Wel Average Marginal Unprepared

for OJT? 5% 15% 43%. 279 10,

4. flow does the job perforinazwe of -A" Much Better Better Same Worse Much Worse

school graduates compare with non-"A"
school graduates (79% did not respond)'? 9% 42% 33% 8 7 117,

5. How well did "A" school prepare you for Very Well Wel Average Marginal Unprepared

OJT? 13% 27c, 36% 19, 5 (

Over half the supervisors said that most of the time they use Planned Maintenance Systems
(PMS) documents and technical manuals when conducting OJT. Over half also reported sometimes
using special job aids and personally prepared materials. Less than 6% of supervisors reported that
they never use any supplemental materials.

Responses to questions based on the assessment-training-evaluation model indicate that many
supervisors are following OJT practices consistent with the model. Nearly 60% reported that most
of the time they find out what the trainees know about the task before they begin training. However.
20%17e almost never or never find out beforehand and about 20% only do it sometimes. About 80'7ý
of the supervisors let trainees explain the task in their own words, while the rest sometimes. almost
never, or never let them explain. Over 757c explain how the task relates to the overall operation of
the ship, but 20% reported doing so sometimes, almost never, or never. When assessing task
performance, 85%c, of the supervisors let trainees demonstrate what they can do most of the time.
almost always, or always, while 15% allow it sometimes, almost never, or never. These
percentages change when supervisors were asked if they would continue to let trainees demonstrate
the task if they make mistakes. In this case, 72% would let the trainees demonstrate the skill most
of the time, almost always, or always, while 28% would allow it sometimes, almost never, or nevr.
This suggests that when mistakes are made, OJT supervisors are less willing to let trainees continue
the demonstration. The vast majority of supervisors (80%) demonstrate skills to their trainees most
of the time, almost always, or always, while 20% do it sometimes, or never. About the same
proportion of supervisors break complcx tasks into subtasks and combine small steps into largcr
ones. Table 3 summarizes the data for OJT practices.

We used responses to questions 26 through 32 (see the appendix) to compute an )JT quality
index for each supervisor. We then used this index as a dependent variable for a serics of one-way
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Table 3

Summary of Responses to Selected Questions About On-the-Job Training Practices

Question Supervisor Responses

Senior Junior Chief
Off. Off. Petty Off. Petty Off.

I. Who is responsible for OJT alourd ship? 1% 1% 9% 89%

0 1-2 3-5 6-10 11-16 17+
2. How many hours do you spend per week doing

OJT? 5% 13% 25% 257 119, 21cl,

0 1-9% 10-25% 25-50% 50-75% 75-I1g|%
3. What % of you training tine do you spend on

PQS? 7% 24% 36% 19% 117 2q

0 1-9% 10-25% 25-50)% 50-.75% 75-10!0%
4. What % of your training tuine do you spend on

PARs? 12% 43% 30% 107 3% 1I,

Almost Most of Some. Almost
Always Always the Time Times Never Never

5, When you sign ofl someone br a PQS or PAR
task, do you observe them doing the 4tsk? 31% 29c 25%/, 12% 1 2%

6. When you sign off someone fbr a PQS or PAR
task, do you sign ot; if they tell you they did it
without watching them? 1. 2% 4% 28% 2187 36q

7. When you sign off someone for a PQS or PAR
task, do you sign off if someone else tells you
they dit it? t1 2% 5% 319 19%l 421

8. When you do OJT do you use the Planned
Maintenance Systems (PMSW ? 18% 18% 23%. 3017 5% 6 7,

9. When you do OJT, do you use Special Job
Aids'? 7% 11% 187 46%7f 10 8¼

10. When you do OJT, do you use Technicad
Manuals? 177 19% 233% 337 5% 3

11. When you do OJT, W you use nmterials you
have personally prepared for the job? 7 1,

12. How fiequently do you find out what the stilor
kniows before you begin OJT (5% did not ,sk
because they already knew what the traince
knew)? 13% 15% 28%7, 29( 71 /

13. How lfequently do you let the .aior explain the
task to you? 257 28% 29% 15% 2% I

14. How liequently do you explain how the task tits
into the operation oftheship'? 27. 27c7% 24%/( 177r 3/f 2

15. How frequently do you let the sai-or show you
what he/she "-wand cannoumdo? 26% 31% 2717 13c%, 2q 1 ¼7,

16. How frequently do you let the sailor
demonstrate the task even though he/she makc,
mistakes? 17% 25• 5 29(7 23% 41 2¼

17. fHow frequently do you show the .adlor how to
pertbom the t:Lsk? 29%7, 25/ 25, 15. 1'; I<;

18. When you demonstrate a complex task, do you
break it into a numnbr of smadler steps? 3i% 219%, 2411t 149¼ 1I
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analyses of variance (ANOVAs). The only significant effect was for the number of hours per week
the supervisor engaged in OJT, F(6,2309) = 6.30, p <0.01. Supervisors who spent the most time
per week doing OJT scored highest on the OJT quality index. This result is consistent with the
prescriptions of the model. Effective and complete assessment, training, and evaluation take time.
Supervisors who do not ascertain what trainees already know, demonstrate tasks, break complex
tasks in to smaller components, or provide explanations and feedback will not need as much time
to accomplish OJT as those supervisors who do all of these things. There were no significant effects
for the number of personnel supervised, pay grade, age, years in the Navy, years of Navy
instructing, or having taken the shipboard instructor course.

Conclusions

We can draw three major conclusions from the facts and research cited in the introduction and
the findings from the shipboard supervisor questionnaire. First, OJT is an important component of
the Navy training process and is expected to become even more important as the Navy increases
the emphasis on shipboard training in the coming years. Apprentice training and "A" school
training do not and are not intended to produce personnel capable of independently performing
jobs. Second, very few shipboard petty officers receive any information or training on how to
conduct OJT. Third, while over 50% of the supervisors reported that they use appropriate OJT
techniques, at least 20% do not, and another 30% are not as effective as they could be. Evidence
from tutor training studies (Fitch & Semb, 1992; Johnson & Sulzer-Azaroff, 1978; Kuti, et al.,
1992) shows that training can improve the performance of both tutors and the students they train.
Therefore, there is both a need and a capability to improve the quality of shipboard OJT.

Recommendations

The Commanders-in-Chief of the Atlantic and Pacific Fleets in conjunction with the Afloat
Training Organization should initiate a program to design, develop, and evaluate a training course
for petty officers on how to conduct OJT based on the assessment-training-evaluation OJT model.
This training could be brief, exportable, and delivered on videotape and could be accomplished by
revising the existing Shipboard/Work Center Instruction Indoctrination Course (A 012 0023).

To ensure that petty officers are held accountable for their duties as on-the-job trainers, we
recommend that the Afloat Training Organization develop an appropriate management system for
use by ship training officers.

We also recommend that the Chief of Naval Education and Training (CNET) determilne
whether a similar course should become part of CNET leadership training.
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Shipboard Super-visor Questionnaire -

On-the-job training is an important fleet activity that is -
growing at an increasing rate. Your responses to this -

questionnaire will help the Navy develop methods to enhances
fleet readiness in general and improve on-the-job training o
in particular.

I. Personnel You Supervise -

1. What is the total number of personnel you supervise?

S0
1-2 -
3-4m
5--6

more than 7 -

don't know

2. How many petty officers do you supervise?

w my0 n
S 1-2
S 3--4
< 5--6

Smore than 7 m
don't know

3. How many non-petty officers do you supervise?

1-2 -
3-4 -
5-6

more than 7
don't know

4. How many of the sailors you supervise have been to
A School?m

**UUE ae1eg o -m
3-4 m
5-6

Smore than 7
don't know

Ono am=n 0 M o Page 1 8390 iMM
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5. How many of the sailors you supervise have been -D

C School(s)? -

1-2
3-4
5-6 -

more than 7
don't know -

6. How many of the sailors you supervise have not been to:
any school? -

1-2 t

3-4
5-6
more than 7

don't know

7. How many of the sailors you supervise have been to -
Seaman/Fireman/Airman Apprentice School? -

1-2 -
3-4
5-6
more than 7
don't know

II. Previous Training

8. A School is designed to prepare sailors for
supervised on-the-job training (OJT). (If you did
not attend A School, go to Question 9.) How well
did A school prepare you for supervised OJT?

SVery Well
Well
Average -
Marginal
Unprepared

E 2W O n WE W Page 2 8945 amn -
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9. in your opinion how well prepared for superised
OJT are today's A school grads when they first -
arrive aboard ship?

SVery Well
Well
Average -
Marginal
Unprepared

10. If you have supervised both A School graduates
and sailors that have not attended A school,
how does their job performance compare in
your opinion? A School grads are:

Much Better
Better
the Same as
Worse
Much Worse

III. Workplace Training

11. Who actually does and/or is responsible for most
of the OJT that takes place aboard ship?

SSenior Officers (LCDR to CAPT)
Junior Officers (Ensign to LT)
Chief Petty Officers (E-7 to E-9)
Petty Officers (E-4 to E-6)

12. How many hours do you spend per week training
personnel on-the-job?

0 0
1-2

3-5
6-10 S
11-16
17-24
more than 24

On no= a N- no a Page 3 9'30 am
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-3. What percentage of your trainrnlg time dc -,: u
spend working with others on Personnel
Qualification Standards (PQS)?

S0%

1-9%
10-25% 

-

25-50% -

50-75% M
75--100% M

14. What percentage of your training time do you spend
working with others on Personnel Advancement
Requirements (PARs)?

S0%

1-9%
10-25%
25-50% W
50--75%M

75-100% M

15. What percentage of your training time do you spend -
working with others on Watch Standing Qualifications? -

0% WI 1-9% -

10-25% M
25-50%
50-75%
75-100%

16. When you sign-off someone for a task, such as a PQS -
or PARs, do you actually observe them doing the task?

I always
almost always
most of the time
sometimes
almost never
never

O** 2M wo 0 a Page 4 5452 mm"
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17. When you sign-off someone for a task, such as a £ IS m
or PARs, do you sign off if they tell you they did it
(or can do it) without actually watching them?

als always
almost always
most of the time
sometimes
almost never
never

18. When you sign-off someone for a task, such as a PQS
or PARs, do you sign off if someone else tells you
they did it (or can do it)?

always
almost always
most of the time
sometimes
almost never
never

19. When you sign-off someone for a task, such as a PQS
or PARs, do you ever provide any assistance or -.

guidance during the sign off session?

always
almost always
most of the time
sometimes

almost never
never

20. When you train someone on-the-job, do you use PLanne:
Maintenance Subsystems (PMS)?

always
almost always
most of the time
sometimes
almost never
never

SNo w N 0 ME a Page 5 1-" 11 M M
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- When you train someone on-the- job, do you ne
Special Job Aids?

always

almost always
most of the time
sometimes
almost never
never

22. When you train someone on-the-job, do you use
Technical Manuals?

I always
almost always
most of the time
sometimes
almc-t never
never

23. When you train someone on-the-job, do you use materia'P
you have personally prepared for the job?

alwayso almost always
O most of the time

sometimes
almost never
never

24. When you train an A school graduate on-the job,
how frequently do you find out what the sailor
already knows about the task before you begin?

always
almost always
most of the time
sometimes
almost never
never
I don't ask because I usually know what the

trainee already knows.

0C'U m F1 WM W Page 6 2183 W"
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25. When you train a sailor who has not been to A school -
on-the job, how frequently do you find out what the
sailor already knows about the task before you begin?-

q always

almost always
most of the time
sometimes
almost never
never
I don't ask because I usually know what the

trainee already knows.

26. When you train someone on-the job, how frequently
do you let the sailor explain the task to you
in his/her own words?

I always
almost always
most of the time
sometimes
almost never
never

27. When you train someone on-the job, how frequently -
do you explain how the task fits into the
operation of the ship? -

I always
almost always
most of the time
sometimes
almost never
never

28. When you train someone on-the job, how frequently
do you let the sailor show you what he/she can
and cannot do?

* always

almost always
most of the time
sometimes
almost never
never -

0 2 MEN i 0 ON a Page 7 249 am
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.9. W;,hen you train someone on-t hie 3oh, how f:eu1 r "
do you let the sailor demonstrate the task even m
though he/she makes mistakes?

Salways

almost always
most of the time

sometimes
almost never
never

30. When you train someone on-the job, how frequently
do you show the sailor how to perform the task?

I always
almost always -
most of the time
sometimes
almost never
never

31. When you demonstrate a complex task, do you break it
into a number of smaller steps?

I always
almost always
most of the time
sometimes
almost never
never

32. If the answer to the previous question (#31) is yes,
when you finish, do you then combine small steps
into larger ones?

I always
almost always
most of the time
sometimes

almost never
never

0 ow M I o I Page 8 p324 aI I
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IV. Information About You -

33. Rating -

34. Paygrade

E-4 -
E-5
E-6
E-7
E-8
E- -9
Officer

35. NEC(s)

36. Age 37. Years in Navy -

17-20 1-3
21-25 4-7 -
26-30 8-12 -
31-35 13-18
36-40 19+ -41+

38. Years at present command 39. Years of sea duty

Less than 1 Less than 1 -

1-3 1-3
44-7 4

8+' 8-12
13+

0** UM mn l -=a a Page 9 4398 aM -
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40. Rank/Rate/Rating of your immediate super-:isor -

41. Type of ship on which you are stationed.

42. Number of weeks of formal school training you
have received in the last 12 months:

None
1-2 weeks
3-4 weeks
1-2 months
3-4 months
more than 4 months

43. Have you been an instructor in a Navy school?

8 Yes
No

44. If you have been an instructor in a Navy school,
how many years have you taught?

Less than 1
2-3
4-7

8+-
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45. Have you taken the Shipboard/Work Center -

Instructor Indoctrination Course (A 012 0023)?

8 yes-&-- please answer the remaining questiorns, .
no -

you have completed the questionnaire.
Please place it in the enclosed
envelope and put it in the mail.

46. Have you prepared learning objectives and/or
instructional materials using the methods
taught in the course?

Syes -
no

47. Have you used the three step demonstration
strategy taught in the course when you worked
with apprentices?

Syes
no
do not remember the strategy -

48. Have you used the five step technique for asking i
oral questions taught in the course when you -
worked with apprentices?

~ yes
no
do not remember the strategy

49. Which of the following statements best describes i
your opinion of the course?

0 Very useful and relevant. I used what I
learned almost every day.

Q Useful. I have used what I learned often. -

0 Somewhat useful. I have used what I learned
occasionally.

0 Not very useful. I have used what I learned i
very infrequently.

0 Not useful or relevant. The course wasted
my time.

0 22 OEM m a So M Page 11 799C amm.
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